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"Sir, I'm not very sure how strong he is right now, but I've already been at the Almighty State for some time. I think his skills

should be around my level, so he should be at around the initial Almighty State," The Second Guardian said.

Since Henry was pursued by Scarlet Thief for the past few years, Henry did not really show up. So, he did not know of Henry's

condition and did not know how strong Henry was.

However, over ten years ago, Scarlet Thief and Henry were more or less at his level, or even stronger than he was.

After that, the Southern Boss started to rise. He joined the Southern Boss and was taught an Ultimate Power Class Method. So,

he slowly managed to get to the Almighty State!

Henry and Scarlet Thief both obtained an Ultimate Power Class Method before. Even though Scarlet Thief took it in the end,

Henry still saw it. Henry might have memorized a part of it.

It had been so many years. Scarlet Thief s skills increased dramatically, with the man reaching the intermediate Almighty State!

Even he managed to get to the Almighty State!

He guessed that Henry would probably be around his level. It was unlikely that Henry would be much worse than him!

"The Almighty State? Leon managed to recruit an Almighty

State expert so quickly. I don't know how he's so lucky!" At that moment, Rodney scoffed. He had a sour look on his face.

He had a deep grudge against Leon. With Leon managing to get an Almighty State expert under his banner, it would not be any

good for him or the Spears.

It would only get much harder for the Spears to deal with Leon!

"Second Guardian, so what if this Henry guy is at the almighty State? Does it have anything to do with what I asked you to look

into?" the Southern King asked.

"Sir, it's like that. Henry is quite strong. The Third Guardian might not be his match. With him protecting Leon, the Third Guardian

would have had a difficult time killing Leon. In the end, I suspect that their failure and their getting caught is very possibly related

to Henry," The Second Guardian voiced his thoughts honestly.

Even though the Third Guardian was an Almighty State expert just like he was, he was still the Second Guardian. Whether it was

in ranking or skill, the Third Guardian was not at his level!

If Henry was at his level, then there was no way the Third Guardian would be able to face Henry!

Because of that, when he found out that Henry joined Leon, he felt that the Third Guardian Group's failure was probably related

to Henry.

So, he and the Fourth Guardian immediately rushed over to report the matter!

"So that's it! Could the Third Guardian and the others being caught be Henry's doing as well?"

Everyone realized something.

"Impossible! The Third Guardian is already at the Almighty State, and the Fifth and Sixth Guardians are at the Semi Almighty

State! Even if they aren't able to beat Henry, it shouldn't be hard forthem to run away! They wouldn't have all gotten captured!"

The Southern Boss shook his head, immediately disagreeing with everyone's thoughts.
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